Greetings __________________________

The two main evils of society is the lack of economic security and social stability. These two components of life have been remedied within the four Emancipation Proclamations of President Abraham Lincoln, which is the law of the land – Naturalization, Colonization, Compensation. These Provisions constitute President Abraham Lincoln's "Executive Will", whereby all subsequent presidents were mandated to fulfill this process … In order to eliminate racial strife, these lawful instruments must be enforced in order to save the nation. Therefore, as you being my congressional representative, it is incumbent upon you to perform your congressional duty to bring to congressional floor these laws to be implemented and enforced.

The enforcement of these ACTS will enable our nation of people to be recognized by any and all efforts they may make for their "ACTUAL FREEDOM", in accordance with the January 1, 1863 Emancipation Proclamation by President Abraham Lincoln. This Supplemental Emancipation Proclamation states in part, "... the Executive Government of the United States, including the Military and Naval Authority thereof, will recognize and maintain the Freedom of such Persons, or any of them, in any efforts they may make for their ACTUAL FREEDOM".

I would like to hear from you as soon as possible on this MOST URGENT ISSUE.

Yours in Peace!

... And ye shall hollow the fiftieth year and proclaim liberty throughout all the land unto all the inhabitants thereof. It shall be a jubilee unto you, and ye shall return unto every man his possession and ye should return every man unto his family.....